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Self-designatedAustrianeconomists have two differentviews of modem neoclassical economics. Some, such as F A. Hayek, take issue with certain aspects of neoclassical economics
without disputingits fundamentals.Others,most notably Ludwig von Mises and MurrayRothbard,explicitly rejectthe foundationsof neoclassicalconsumerand welfaretheory and construct
a systematicalternative.This paperanalyzesthe most distinctivefeaturesof the Mises-Rothbard
alternativeto the neoclassical paradigm;it also considers related positions defended by Israel
Kirzner.I argue that their effort to rebuildeconomics on nonneoclassicalfoundationsfails and
that their critique of neoclassical foundationsis wrong or strongly overstated.

I cannot believe that there is really anything to be ashamed of in orthodoxy.The importantthing is not
whethera doctrineis orthodoxor the latest fashion, but whetherit is true or false.
Ludwig von Mises (1980a, p. 31)
[T]hereis no Austrianeconomics-only good economics, and bad economics.
Milton Friedman(quotedin Dolan 1976, p. 4)

1. Introduction
A persistent criticism of neoclassical economic theory is that it is founded on severely
unrealistic assumptions.' Friedman's (1953) reply that unrealistic assumptions are acceptable if
they yield correct predictions leaves many unsatisfied. Some of this dissatisfaction stems from
hostility to theory as such; critics of the realism of neoclassical assumptions rarely put forward
theories of their own. One project the Austrian school of economists has pursued, however, is
to rebuild economics on realistic, nonneoclassical assumptions.
Not all Austrians share this ambitious project. F A. Hayek, the best-known member of the
Austrian school, expressed unease with certain aspects of modem economics, but in large part,
he viewed his work as a complement to, rather than a substitute for, the neoclassical approach.
He offered a bundle of insights on information economics, the theory of the firm, monetary
economics, and comparative systems (Hayek 1984) rather than new and better foundations for
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economic analysis. Perhaps to counter misunderstanding of his work, late in his career, Hayek
expressed his desire to
... avoid giving the impressionthat I generallyreject the mathematicalmethodin economics. I regardit as
indeedthe greatadvantageof the mathematicaltechniquethatit allows us to describe,by algebraicequations,
the general characterof a patterneven where we are ignorant of the numericalvalues determiningits
particularmanifestation.Withoutthis algebraictechniquewe could scarcely have achieved thatcomprehensive pictureof the mutual interdependenciesof the differentevents in the market.(Hayek 1979, p. 28)

Yet others within the Austrian tradition-especially Hayek's mentor Ludwig von Mises,
Mises' close adherent Murray Rothbard,2 and to a lesser extent Mises' student Israel Kirzneradvance stronger claims. Mises and Rothbard together reject much of the core of neoclassical
economics: for starters, utility functions, indifference analysis, continuous preferences, and nearly all of welfare economics. They then develop positive alternative foundations of economic
analysis. Kirzner's project is less radical, but his disagreements with the neoclassical view of
uncertainty still lead him to take issue with several basic neoclassical conclusions and offer
original alternatives (Boettke 1994a).
If valid, the economics of Mises and Rothbard would require a paradigm shift for the entire
discipline of economics. As Rothbard (1974) puts it, "Ludwig von Mises offers to us nothing
less than the complete and developed correct paradigm of a science that has gone tragically
astray over the last half-century. Mises' work presents us with the correct and radically divergent
alternative to the flaws, errors and fallacies which a growing number of students are sensing in
present-day economic orthodoxy" (p. 140). Embracing Kirzner's conclusions would require a
similar if less dramatic transformation of the economics profession (Boettke 1994b). However,
this paper argues that no paradigm shift is warranted. The objections of Mises, Rothbard, and
Kirzner to standard neoclassical foundations-though often ably defended-are unsound. Nevertheless, much can be learned by taking their arguments seriously. As both Rosen (1997) and
Yeager (1997) maintained in a recent debate, at least in the short-run, important imperfections
may be found in the market for ideas: Imagine the intellectual analog of a speculative bubble.
When critics thoughtfully argue that the market for ideas has strayed from the right path,
fundamental analysis-reexamining basic premises-is the strongest answer.
This paper is divided into four sections. The next section examines and critiques the work
of Mises and Rothbard on utility theory and the Mises-Rothbard and Kirznerian approaches to
choice under uncertainty. The third section analyzes Rothbard's effort to reconstruct welfare
economics along lines consistent with Misesian foundations; it also considers Kirzner's coordination norm. It further shows how Rothbard's revised welfare theory leads him to implausibly
deny the coherence of the theory of public goods. The fourth section concludes the paper.
2 Some

would deny that Rothbardwas in fact a faithful adherentof Mises; there is not sufficientspace to addressthis
objection in detail, but the evidence for the near-identityof their approachto economics is strong.There is no doubt
that Rothbardsaw himself as a follower of Mises (see, e.g., Rothbard's[1962, pp. xi-xii] Man, Economy, and State,
Rothbard'sessays "The Essential Von Mises" [Rothbard1980] and "Ludwig von Mises and the Paradigmfor Our
Age" [Rothbard1974], and Rothbard's[1988] biographyof Mises). When Mises (1981) reviewedMan, Economy,and
State, he strongly endorsed Rothbard'seconomics, criticizing only his legal philosophy.Mises was quite willing to
criticize his former studentswho came to disagree with him (see, e.g., Mises [1980b] for his criticism of Gottfried
Haberler[pp. 70-1] and Hayek [pp. 219-21]). While KarenVaughn'sAustrian Economics in America (1994, p. 95)
is fairly unsympatheticto Rothbard,she neverthelessconcedes that, "Although Rothbardabsolved Mises from any
responsibilityfor his productand consideredthe possibilitythatMises might disagreestronglywith some of Rothbard's
exposition, in fact, he remainedremarkablyfaithful to both the details of Mises' economics and to his tone of argumentation."
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2. Austrian Alternatives to Neoclassical Consumer Theory
Neoclassical consumer theory makes a number of normally uncontroversial assumptions:
that agents can be indifferent between two alternatives; that agents' preferences can be represented with continuous utility functions; and that agents' ignorance and imperfect knowledge
can be captured using probability theory. Mises and Rothbard reject all three of these assumptions and try to rederive economic theory without them; Kirzner focuses mostly on the neoclassical view of imperfect knowledge. Both positions are a sufficient basis for an alternative
Austrian paradigm. However, Mises, Rothbard, and Kirzner reject the foundations of moder
neoclassical consumer theory too quickly, and their substitutes are inadequate.3
Indifference
Perhaps the most basic assumption of consumer choice theory is that, given two choices
a and b, an agent can strictly prefer a to b (a > b), can strictly prefer b to a (a < b), or can
be indifferent between a and b (a - b). While Mises and Rothbard accept the first two cases
of strict preferences, they argue that the third case of perfect indifference is nonsensical because
it cannot be demonstrated in action. Mises (1980a) indicated his aversion to this concept when
he strongly criticized Irving Fisher's anticipation of indifference curve analysis (pp. 55-7).4
Rothbard, writing after indifference analysis had come to maturity, elaborated upon Mises's
argument in greater depth.
Rothbard tightly ties his argument against indifference to Mises' analysis of the relationship
between preference and action. As Mises (1966) argues, "The scale of values manifests itself
only in real acting; it can be discerned only from the observation of real acting" (p. 102). Yet
it is impossible for action to demonstrate indifference. Action demonstrates preference, not
indifference. Rothbard (1962) puts it thusly: "The crucial fallacy is that indifference cannot be
a basis for action. If a man were really indifferent between two alternatives, he could not make
any choice between them, and therefore the choice could not be revealed in action" (p. 265).
It is important to note that Rothbard is not saying that it is difficult to distinguish action based
on strict preference from action based on indifference; rather he is saying that every action is
necessarily based on strict preference. In other words, "not only are alternatives ranked ordinally
on every man's value scale, but they are ranked without ties; i.e., every alternative has a different
rank" (Rothbard 1962, p. 267).
The crucial assumption-shared by both Mises and Rothbard-is that all preferences can
be revealed in action. But why assume this? Mises and Rothbard repeatedly disavow behaviorism; introspection yields insight in the social sciences even if it does not in the natural sciences.
In his introduction to Mises' Theory and History, Rothbard writes,
One example that Mises liked to use in his class to demonstratethe difference between two fundamental
ways of approachinghumanbehaviorwas looking at GrandCentralStationbehaviorduringrush hour.The
"objective"or "trulyscientific"behaviorist,he pointedout, would observe the empiricalevents:e.g., people
3 Nozick (1997) presentsdifferentbutcomplementaryargumentsagainstMises' andRothbard'sutilitytheoryandrejection
of indifferenceanalysis. Specifically,(i) Rothbard(1962) implicitlyuses indifferenceanalysiswhen he explainsthatthe
units of a good are "interchangeablefrom the point of view of the actor" and adds that "any concretepoundof butter
was evaluatedin this case perfectlyequally by the individual"(pp. 18-9); (ii) subjectiveopportunitycosts, which play
a key role in the analysis of both Mises and Rothbard,are by definitionpreferencesnot revealedin action.
4 For furtherevidence that Mises shares Rothbard's
rejection of indifferenceanalysis and neoclassical utility theory,
compareMises (1980a, pp. 51-60) to Man, Economy, and State (Rothbard1962, pp. 260-8).
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rushingback and forth, aimlessly at certainpredictabletimes of day. And that is all he would know. But
the true studentof human action would start from the fact that all human behavior is purposive,and he
would see the purposeis to get from home to the trainto work in the morning,the oppositeat night, etc. It
is obvious which one would discover and know more abouthumanbehavior,and thereforewhich one would
be the genuine "scientist."(Mises 1985, p. xiv)

This critique of behaviorismin the social sciences suggests an equally cogent defense of
indifferenceanalysis. Just as there is more to my action than my behavior,there is more to my
preferencesthanmy action. I have all sorts of preferencesthatare not-and cannotbe-revealed
in action. For example, my preferencefor ice cream at the currentinstant cannot be revealed
since, by the time I managedto find an ice creamvendor,the currentinstantwould have passed.
Buying ice cream 10 minutes from now only reveals a preferencefor ice cream then. And yet,
I have introspectiveknowledge that I want some ice cream right now. Similarly,in a perfectly
competitive market, I will never reveal my preference for products at prices other than the
marketprice, but by introspectionI can know them.
In precisely the same way, I know that I am sometimes indifferent.I am often indifferent
between the colors of clothes; though I pick one color, I know that I would not mind flipping
a coin to decide. The behavioristmight deny the reality of my mental states, but clearly that is
not the route Mises or Rothbardwould want to take. Indeed, McCulloch's(1977) formaltreatment of Austrianmarginalutility theory argues that behaviorismis a defect of standardconsumer theory that the Austriantheory avoids:
The indifferentapproachsuffers from the positivistic prejudicethat science can only take note of "observable" phenomena,and must never attributehuman-likemotives to its objects of study.The Austrianschool,
on the other hand, realizes that there is nothingunscientificabout attributinghuman-likemotives to human
beings. (p. 270)

But isn't Mises' and Rothbard'srejectionof indifferenceanalysis based on the very prejudice McCulloch attributesto standardconsumertheory? One can only observe that I choose
a green sweater,but this does not rule out the possibility that I was actuallyindifferentbetween
the green sweater and the blue sweater.As Oskar Morgenstern(1941) put it in a critique of
Hicks, "[I]ntrospectionmight be experience as much as the observable facts of consumers'
choice on the market. Some facts, as the scientist knows, are fully as empirical as others,
althoughtheir direct observationis not possible .. ." (p. 366). Admittedly,strictpreferencecan
sometimes be observationallydistinguishedfrom indifference;for example, in a second-price
auction with a unique high bid, the high bidder will strictly prefer the object sold to the price
paid for it. But this is no reason to ignore the many cases where the observed choice of A over
B is equally consistent with strict preferenceand indifference.

Continuous Utility Functions Versus Discrete Value Scales
The Charge of Cardinality
Mises (1966) repeatedlyrejectedanythingresemblingutility functions:5"Values and valuations are intensive quantitiesand not extensive quantities.They are not susceptibleto mental
5 For a detaileddiscussionof the distinctivelyAustrianapproachto utilitytheorybefore 1934, see High andBloch (1989);

for an early critic of neoclassicalutility theory from a position similarto that of Mises and Rothbard,see Morgenstern
(1941). McCulloch(1977) providesa modern,formaltreatmentof Austrianmarginalutility theory.
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grasp by the application of cardinal numbers" (p. 204). He argued that other treatmentsof
utility theory had to assume a util-a fictitious unit of utility-and that this confusion was
widespread. "Even Friedrichvon Wieser and Irving Fisher took it for grantedthat there must
be somethinglike measurementof value and thateconomics must be able to indicateand explain
the method by which such measurementis effected" (p. 204).
Rothbardelaboratesupon Mises' utility theory and critiquesthe use of utility functions in
their modem form. According to Rothbard,the mainstreamapproachcredulously accepts the
concept of cardinalutility when only that of ordinal utility is defensible. As Rothbard(1962)
insists, "Value scales of each individual are purely ordinal, and there is no way whatever of
measuringthe distancebetween the rankings;indeed, any concept of such distanceis a fallacious
one" (p. 222). At first, Rothbard(1962) appearsto limit his criticism solely to "[t]hose writers
who have vainly attempted to measure psychic gains from exchange" by their consumer's
surplus (p. 223). But it soon becomes clear that Rothbardrejects the entire utility-function
approachas incoherent:"The chief errorshere consist in conceiving utility as a certainquantity,
a definite function of an incrementof the commodity.... Utilities are not quantities,but ranks
..."

(p. 263).6

As if to emphasizethe strengthof his disagreementwith the mainstreamapproachto utility,
Rothbard(1962) goes on to dismiss the familiarintermediatemicro theorem7"thatin equilibrium the ratio of the marginal utilities of the various goods equals the ratio of their prices.
Withoutentering in detail into the mannerby which these writersarriveat this conclusion, we
can see its absurdityclearly, since utilities are not quantitiesand thereforecannot be divided"
(p. 262). What initially appearedto be a slight difference in nomenclatureyields disagreement
about basic issues.
While the exposition of utility theory in undergraduatetextbooks may sometimes be open
to Rothbard'scritique of cardinality,neoclassical utility theory is no less ordinalthan his own
theory (see, e.g., Varian 1992, pp. 95-7). Let a neoclassical theorist say "bundle one offers
utility of 8, while bundle two offers utility of 7," and Rothbardconcludes that he believes in
cardinalutility. But the languagehere is technical;to parse it, you must returnto the underlying
definitions.The meaning of "bundle one offers utility of 8, while bundle two offers utility of
7" is nothing more or less than "bundleone is preferredto bundle two." A utility function is
just a short-handsummary about an agent's ordinal preferences,not a claim about utils. This
is why it is often said that the utility function is uniquely defined up to a monotonic transformation. If one utility functionrepresentsan agent's preferences,then those preferencescan also
be representedby any other function that leaves the orderunchanged.
The Objection to Continuity
Mises and Rothbardhave a second relatedobjectionto standardneoclassicalutility theory:
the assumptionof continuity. As Mises (1980a) argues, "[T]he peculiarly mathematicalcon6 It should, however,be

pointed out that one of Rothbard'searlieressays evinced a more sophisticatedunderstandingof
modem utility theory. In particular,he noted the differences between "'measurableup to a multiplicativeconstant'
(cardinal);'measurableup to a monotonic transform'(ordinal);'measurableup to a linear transform'(the new quasimeasurement,of which the Neumann-Morgensternproposed utility index is an example)...." But Rothbard(1956)
still ultimatelyobjectedthat all were confused, for "subjectivestates, being intensive ratherthanobjectivelyextensive,
cannot be measuredand subjectedto arithmeticoperations.And utility refers to intensive states" (p. 241).
7 Nicholson explains utility theory using both marginalrates of substitutionand marginalutility, althoughhe gives more
emphasis to the former(1989, pp. 75-129).
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ception of infinitesimal quantities is inapplicable to economic problems. The utility afforded by
a given amount of commodities, is either great enough for valuation, or so small that it remains
imperceptible to the valuer and therefore cannot affect his judgment" (p. 57). Rothbard (1962)
makes the same point: "[H]uman beings act on the basis of things that are relevant to their
action. The human being cannot see the infinitely small step; it therefore has no meaning to
him and no relevance to his action" (p. 264).
The implication is significant because a function must be continuous to be differentiable.
Hence, Rothbard infers, most of mathematical economics rests upon a fundamental mistake and
must be discarded. One might reply that the unrealism of continuity is only minor; Rothbard
(1962) considers this possibility and rejects it: "Most writers on economics consider this assumption a harmless, but potentially very useful, fiction, and point to its great success in the
field of physics.... The crucial difference is that physics deals with inanimate objects that move
but do not act" (p. 264). Real choice is always discrete choice; ignoring this fact can only lead
economists into error.
Rejecting continuity, however, requires Rothbard to reject more than just utility curves. If
continuity assumptions cannot be used because "human beings cannot see the infinitely small
step," then it will also be impossible for humans to see not only infinitely small amounts of a
good but infinitely small steps of a given monetary unit. But with a discrete good and a discrete
monetary unit, it is unlikely that supply and demand will ever be equal; no equilibrium price
need exist.8 Excess demand may be -2 units when the price is $1.01 and +1 unit when the
price is $1.00. Thus, the argument against calculus based upon the rejection of continuity also
argues against the use of simple algebraic constructs, like intersecting supply and demand lines,
that fill Rothbard's works.
Rothbard runs into a contradiction. If the assumption of continuity is not a harmless fiction,
then it is incumbent upon him to remove all of the supply and demand intersections in his
works and to state that supply equals demand only under extremely rare conditions.9 Alternately,
Rothbard could concede that assuming continuity rarely alters substantive results and accept
both supply and demand intersections and the use of calculus as methodologically acceptable
in economics.
The Income and Substitution Effects
Though Rothbard rejects neoclassical utility theory, he makes ad hoc concessions to it
elsewhere in his writings. Using his value scale approach, Rothbard (1962) claims to derive the
laws of demand and supply as exceptionless theorems. When he says "demand must either
increase or remain the same as the price decreases" and "supply must always remain unchanged
or increase with an increase in price," he literally means "must" (pp. 106-7; emphasis mine).
But in his later discussion of labor and land, Rothbard concedes the theoretical possibility of
backward bending supply curves (pp. 515-6). Furthermore, in his treatment of the economics

8 As

an anonymousreferee pointed out, if the goods are discrete but the monetaryunit is continuous,then there will
typicallybe multipleequilibria,a rangeof pricesthatclear the market.This still permitswhatthe Austrianscall a theory
of price formation(as opposed to price determination)that sets upperand lower bounds on the possible marketprice.
9 Rothbard(1962) admitsthat his argumentsagainstmathematicsin economics do not hold when "[w]e are not dealing
with humandecisions ... but with the necessary technologicalconditionsof the world as given to humanfactors"(p.
460). But this exception does not help salvage continuousdemandcurves or the existence of market-clearingprices,
which do involve humandecisions and not technology alone.
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of taxation, Rothbard admits the theoretical possibility that greater taxation of labor income
could induce an increase in labor supplied, going so far as to mention a substitution and an
income effect, which his initial treatment of utility theory and demand fails to mention and
indeed directly contradicts (p. 797). What is interesting is that Rothbard is unable to derive the
substitution and income effects from his value scale approach. While he dismisses the neoclassical approach to utility theory, Rothbard deems it sufficiently fruitful that he borrows its implications on an ad hoc basis.10 In short, this is a bona fide case where neoclassical economists
did not merely tediously formalize the obvious but actually gained new and intuitive insight by
consistently applying their standard approach.
Uncertainty

and Probability

Economic agents have to make decisions in a world of uncertainty; but what exactly does
uncertain mean?l In neoclassical analysis, it simply means that there exists a known probability
distribution (objective or subjective) with more than one possible outcome (Varian 1992, pp.
172-97). Choice in the real world of uncertainty is no different from playing a game with
known rules and multiple possible outcomes. Mises and Rothbard, however, insist that most
economic uncertainty simply defies quantification; there is usually no known probability distribution for agents to use.12
Mises (1966) distinguishes between class probability and case probability:'3
Class probabilitymeans: We know or assume to know, with regardto the problemconcerned,everything
about the behaviorof a whole class of events or phenomena;but about the actual singularevents or phenomena we know nothingbut that they are elements in this class. (p. 107)
Case probabilitymeans: We know, with regardto a particularevent, some of the factors which determine
its outcome;but there are other determiningfactors about which we know nothing.(p. 110)

Mises insists that only class probability can be meaningfully quantified, whereas the quantification of case probability is at best metaphorical. One can make meaningful quantitative
statements about the probability that someone will win a lottery since we can find out the
behavior of the whole class of lottery tickets. But it is meaningless to quantify the probability
that Al Gore will win the 2000 presidential election. The latter is, in Mises' (1966) words, "an
individual, unique, and nonrepeatable case" (p. 111). Since there is only one such election, it
10McCulloch (1977) provides a more sophisticatedand formal presentationof Austrianutility theory but still does not
derive the income and substitutioneffects, althoughhe also does not show that such a derivationis impossible.
of probabilitytheory;for a recentdefense
See, for example,Weatherford(1982) for a survey of the main interpretations
of Bayesian reasoningin the sciences and in general, see Howson and Urbach(1989).
12 Rothbard
(1979) is particularlyemphaticabouthow rarelyuncertaintycan be legitimatelyquantified:"In the real world
of human action, virtually all historical events are unique and heterogeneous.... Since each event is unique and
nonreproducible,it is impermissibleto applyobjectiveprobabilitytheory;expectationsand forecastingbecome a matter
of subjectiveestimates of futureevents, estimates that cannot be reducedto an objective or 'scientific' formula.It is
no accidentthat social scientistsarguingfor the use of the objectiveprobabilitycalculusalmost invariablycite the case
of the lottery; for a lottery is one of the few human situationswhere the outcomes are indeed homogeneous and
reproducible.. ." (pp. 93-4). Note that,as the rest of the section shows, Rothbard,like Mises, claims thatonly objective
probabilities(class probabilities)admit of quantification.
13 Mises' class probabilityappearsto be the same as objective probability,but case probabilitydoes not readilytranslate
to subjectiveprobability.In particular,subjectiveprobabilitiescan be quantified,but Mises' case probabilitiescannot
be (see Langlois [1994] for an attemptto translateMises' terminologyinto more familiarcategories).Note furtherthat,
while Ludwig von Mises' view resemblesthe relativefrequencytheoryfor which his brotherRichardvon Mises (1957)
is known, there is no reason to think that their views were identical.
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is impossible to observe multiple membersof the class and calculatethe frequencywith which
Gore wins.
Rothbard firmly embraces Mises' distinction and notes its close relationshipto Frank
Knight's bifurcationof risk and uncertainty(Knight 1985). One can insure against risk; the
class probabilityof fire hazards,accidentaldeath, and so on can be readily quantified.But it is
not possible to insure against the true uncertaintyof unique events because these are instances
of unquantifiablecase probability.While Mises and Rothbardacknowledge that quantifiable
class probabilityplays some role in economic life, they insist that economic actorsusually have
nothing better than case probabilityto work with. Entrepreneursin particularhave to make
choices without a known probabilitydistribution;as Rothbard(1962) argues, "Estimates of
future costs, demands, etc., on the part of entrepreneursare all unique cases of uncertainty,
where methods of specific understandingand individualjudgment of the situationmust apply,
ratherthan objectively measurableor insurable 'risk'" (p. 500).
Mises (1966) is convinced that his analyis of probabilityis "the only logically satisfactory
one" (p. 109). He overlooks some serious difficulties.'4Most fundamentally,every event is
unique;if quantitativeprobabilitydoes not apply to unique events, then quantitativeprobability
never applies to actual, specific situations (Weatherford1982, pp. 161-7, 227-33). Even in
games of chance, all draws and throws are "individual,unique, and nonrepeatable."Dice are
always rolled at a particulartime and place, in casinos of varying honesty, so we never "know
nothing but that they are elements" of the class of dice. Additional informationinevitably
accompaniesevery real case. Unless the probabilityof some unique events can be quantified,
Mises seems forced to deny that probabilitycan ever be quantified.
One might think that Mises' and Rothbard'sstricturesagainst quantifiableprobabilities
would be unique to them.'5 Yet a fairly large fraction of recent Austrianresearch(including
Thomsen 1992; Vaughn 1992; O'Driscoll and Rizzo 1996; Kirzner 1997) attachesgreat significance to this issue without necessarily adheringexactly to the Mises-Rothbardposition. Israel
Kirzner's (1997) recent and comprehensivearticle contrasts the stochastic ignorance of neoclassical models with the "sheer" ignoranceof the Austrianapproach:
For the Austrianapproachimperfectinformationis seen as involving an element which cannotbe fitted at
all into neoclassical models, that of 'sheer' (i.e., unknown)ignorance .... [S]heer ignorancediffers from
imperfect informationin that the discovery which reduces sheer ignoranceis necessarily accompaniedby
the element of surprise-one had not hithertorealizedone's ignorance.(p. 62)

Kirznergives considerablywider scope for known probabilitydistributionsthan Mises or
Rothbardbut still defends some role for unquantifiableuncertainty.16 "In the economics of
14

For a summaryof the standardobjectionsto relativefrequencyviews of probability,see Weatherford(1982, pp. 199217).
15It should, however,be
pointedout that even some mathematicallyinclined probabilitytheoristsagree thatquantitative
probabilitiesare sometimesinapplicable.For example, Burks (1977) states: "But it is a distortionto use real numbers
for all applicationsof the concept of probability... No scientistwould assign a precise numberto such a speculation
as the theory of the continuouscreationof matteron the basis of his presentinformation.Exactly what probabilitydo
you attachto the statement'There was once a battle as Birdun'?Clearly, many real-life situationsof uncertaintyare
not quantitativein nature"(p. 187).
16 One referee
argues that Kirzneriansheer ignoranceis unquantifiedratherthan unquantifiableuncertainty:"Sheer ignorance doesn't mean that I can't meaningfullyassign a quantitativeprobabilityto event x; it means that I have
disregardedthe possibility of event x.... It didn't make [my] list of events to which probabilitieswere assigned."
Still, Kirznerseems to hold that it is virtuallyimpossible for anyone to ever have a complete list of events to which
probabilitiesmay be assigned.At least empirically,if not logically, unquantifiableuncertaintyis always with us, which
precludes,for example, the calculationof the expected value of overlookedprofitopportunities.It is also worthmentioningthatthe distinctionbetweenfailing to assign an event a probabilityand assigningit a zero probabilityis tenuous;
what is the differencebetween failing to pay me and paying me zero dollars?
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search literature, therefore, search is correctly treated as any other deliberate process of production. But it is in the nature of an overlooked profit opportunity that it has been utterly
overlooked, i.e., that one is not aware at all that one has missed the grasping of any profit" (p.
71). Thomsen (1992) is particularly ecumenical, but shares Kirzner's concern that there is sometimes more to uncertainty than known probability distributions:
[T]he fertility of approachessuch as that of the economics of informationand of search theory may lead
some economists into believing that all problemsof knowledge in an economy are being studied.It will be
arguedthat these approaches,because they treatknowledge as just anotherscarce good, do not fully encompass the knowledgeproblemfaced in realityand in fact underestimateit. If they were to misleadeconomists
into overlookinga more radical type of ignorance,they would have obstructeda fuller comprehensionof
prices and markets.(p. 5)

But why should economists believe that any more radical type of ignorance exists? For
Kirzner (1997), sheer ignorance explains why discoverers experience surprise: "What distinguishes discovery ... from successful search ... is that the former (unlike the latter) involves
that surprise which accompanies the realization that one had overlooked something in fact
readily available. ('It was right under my very nose!')" (p. 72). Yet there is a simpler explanation
consistent with standard probability theory: Improbable outcomes are inherently surprising.
When you win a massive jackpot at a slot machine, you are likely to feel surprised precisely
because the odds were loudly advertised as "one-in-a-million."'7
Kirzner (1997) also insists that sheer ignorance is necessary to explain entrepreneurship:
"In standard neoclassical equilibrium theory there is, by its very character, no role for the
entrepreneur. In equilibrium there is no scope for pure profit: there is simply nothing for the
entrepreneur to do" (p. 69). To the contrary, entrepreneurship can be seen as equilibrium search
conducted by people with a comparative advantage in spotting investment opportunities. Expectationally, they earn no pure profits but rather receive a standard return on their search
abilities. What look like enormous entrepreneurial profits are due to exceptional ex ante search
abilities and/or luck. There is no need to make exceptions to the universal applicability of
probability theory in order to explain Henry Ford or Bill Gates.
Kirzner (1979) himself concedes the possibility of this route: "[O]ne might insist that an
agent not blessed with the alertness needed to notice resources available at hand, simply lacks,
through no 'fault' of his own, another 'resource' (i.e., 'alertness') necessary to take advantage
of the resources with which he has been blessed. We cannot set down such a use of terms as
wrong" (p. 130). But if there is a standard neoclassical way to view alertness, why should
Kirzner's alternative be accepted? The quote continues:
We simply point out thatwhile decisions can in principlebe made by a personlackingany neededresources,
including "knowledge," to acquirethat resourcehe lacks, we cannot conceive of one who lacks alertness
makinga decision to acquireit. This is so because,amongotherreasons,beforea decisionto acquireanything
can be considered,one must already assume the alertnessnecessary for the perceptionthat such an acquisition is needed and possible at all. (pp. 130-1)

Again, this argument is overstated. True, it would be impossible for a completely unaware
person to decide to acquire some alertness. But this would not preclude a person with some
one literally assigned a probabilityof zero (or failed to assign a positive probability)to an event that actually
happens,one would be yet more surprised.But, continuityaside, why would a rationalagent assign a zero probability
to a conceivable event? Moreover,if there is a small probabilitythat one is delusional, the perceptionof a zeroprobabilityevent would rationallyprovoke one to doubt one's own perceptionratherthan believe that the impossible
has occurred.
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degree of alertness deciding to try to acquiremore. In short, the initial endowmentof human
capital of almost all people includes some degree of alertness,which is combined with other
resourcesto producegreateralertness,and so on.
Neoclassical theory treatsall uncertaintyas quantifiable.Mises, Rothbard,and morerecent
Austrian writers argue that this is a prime example of the unrealism and implausibility of
neoclassical assumptions.But the neoclassical view looks commonsensicalwhen comparedto
the Austrian view that some uncertaintysimply defies quantification.As Weatherford(1982)
puts it in a slightly differentcontext, "[C]ould anyone convince a working astronomerthat ...
there might be no probabilitythat a star is a red giant? What would it mean to say that there
is no probabilitythat a star is a red giant when we know that many are red giants?" (p. 204).
Action absent any knowledge of the probabilitiesof differentevents is hardto conceive. If you
could either have $10 with certaintyor $100 with an unquantifiableprobability,it is unclear
how you would decide. Mises, Rothbard,and Kirznerall requireactors to weigh incommensurables, to somehow trade off known probabilitiesagainst the unquantifiable.As de Finetti
(1980) forcefully puts it, "The [Bayesian] notion of probabilitywhich we have described is
without doubt the closest to that of 'the man in the street';betteryet, it is that which he applies
every day in practicaljudgments.Why should science repudiateit?"'8 (p. 71).

3. Reconstructing Welfare Economics
While Rothbardand Mises had similarobjectionsto neoclassical utility theory, Mises had
only a preliminarycritiqueof modem welfare economics. Rothbardgoes one step beyond Mises
by reconstructingwelfare economics along what he sees as Austrian lines. Rothbard'smain
conclusions are simple and austere:Every markettransactionincreases the utility of all participants, while every act of government interventionincreases the utility of some people and
reduces the utility of others. Rothbarddraws the furtherimplicationthat the theory of public
goods fails to show that governmentaction can be welfare enhancing.19Kirzner'salternative
welfare economics offers a more subtle analysis but, as shall be seen, it dependscriticallyupon
accepting the existence of Kirznerianradicalignorance.

18

While Langlois(1986) arguesfor the existence of radicaluncertainty,he presentsthe contrarypositionvery effectively:
"[I]t is always possible to redefine the set of events so that what was an unanticipatedevent falls into an anticipated
category. 'Give me an example of an unanticipatedevent,' my interlocutorsdemand.How about the TrojanHorse?
'That'sjust a military "trick";tricksare a concept the Trojanswere familiarwith, and they could have anticipatedthat
kind of strategyand assigned a probabilityto it.' Well, considerthe many possibilitiesattendanton the introductionof
a technicalinnovation.Surely some probabilitiescan't be anticipated?'Just divide the world into two events: "innovation succeeds" and "innovationfails." These are well-defined,collectively exhaustive,andmutuallyexclusive events
over which we can define probabilities'" (pp. 181-2).
'9 Buchanan's(1969) defense of what he calls the London-Austrianview of opportunitycosts presentsa thesis not too
differentfrom that of Mises and Rothbard:"In orderto estimatethe size of the [optimalPigovian]tax, however,some
objective measurementmust be placed on these externalcosts. But the analysthas no benchmarkfrom which plausible
estimatescan be made. Since the personswho bearthese 'costs'-those who are externallyaffected-do not participate
in the choice that generatesthe 'costs,' there is simply no means of determining,even indirectly,the value that they
place on the utility loss that might be avoided" (p. 72). But in contrastto Mises and especially Rothbard,Buchanan's
skepticismabout welfare economics does not greatly incline him to reject standardPigovian-typepolicy prescriptions
in his otherwritings(DiLorenzo1990). On the London-Austrianview of costs, see also Buchananand Thirlby(1981),
includingCoase (1981).
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Demonstrated Preference, Social Utility, and the Coordination Norm
"Action," explains Mises (1966), "is an attemptto substitutea more satisfactorystate of
affairs for a less satisfactory one. We call such a willfully induced alterationan exchange. A
less desirablecondition is barteredfor a more desirable"(p. 97). At least ex ante, action makes
an isolated individualbetter off in his own eyes. If two people make a voluntaryexchange, it
then follows that both are better off in their own eyes. Rothbard(1962) draws the further
implicationthat coercion "signifiesper se thatthe individualor individualsbeing coercedwould
not have voluntarily done what they are now being forced to do by the intervener.... The
man being coerced, therefore,always loses in utility as a result of the intervention ..." (p.
769).
Mises and Rothbardso far appearto be in total agreementwith neoclassical micro theory.
When Rothbard(1956, pp. 244-55) unreservedlyaccepts Pareto'sunanimitycriterionfor welfare analysis, it looks as if he will reinventthe wheel. But then Rothbard(1962) quickly arrives
at an exceptionless welfare theorem normally believed to depend upon a large set of assumptions: "If we may use the term 'society' to depict the pattern, the array, of all individual
exchanges, then we may say that the free marketmaximizes social utility, since everyone gains
in utility from his free action" (p. 768). This claim might be rephrasedto say thateach voluntary
exchange benefits all participantsand the free marketpermitsthe implementationof all desired
voluntaryexchanges.
While this conclusion appearsto be a simplistic non sequitur,it follows immediatelyfrom
his unusual utility theory. For Mises or Rothbard,it is simply confused to posit latent preferences; if two individualsfail to make an exchange, then this ipso facto demonstratesthat at that
moment at least one of them would not have benefitedfrom the exchange. Similarly,Rothbard
(1977) rejects the argumentthat an externality,such as the envy of a third party, vitiates the
principle that voluntaryexchange increases social utility:
We cannot,however,deal with hypotheticalutilitiesdivorcedfromconcreteaction.We may,as praxeologists,
deal only with utilities that we can deduce from the concretebehaviorof humanbeings. A person's 'envy,'
unembodiedin action, becomes puremoonshinefrom a praxeologicalpoint of view.... How he feels about
the exchanges made by others cannot be demonstratedunless he commits an invasive act. Even if he
publishes a pamphletdenouncingthese exchanges, we have no ironcladproof that this is not a joke or a
deliberatelie. (p. 18)

Indeed, Rothbardcould have taken this principlefurther.When two people sign a contract,
do they actually demonstratetheir preferencefor the terms of the contract?Perhapsthey merely
demonstratetheirpreferencefor writingtheirname on the piece of paperin frontof them. There
is no ironclad proof that putting one's name on a piece of paper is not a joke or an effort to
improve one's penmanship.
Rothbard'sview is strongerthan the truism that, taking transactionscosts into account,
every state of affairs is necessarily Pareto optimal (Demsetz 1988, pp. 63-4). While he would
agree with this truism, Rothbardalso holds-as orthodox neoclassicals would not-that every
voluntaryexchange is necessarily a Pareto improvementsince externaleffects argumentsconstitute illegitimate appeals to latent preferences.It is importantto note, however,that Rothbard
does not claim that governmentinterventionreduces social utility.20Since the victim loses and
the intervener gains from the application of coercion, it would be impossible to assert this
20

Joseph Salerno(1993, p. 131) claims to producean argumentthat interventionactuallyreducessocial utility,although
he notes that this conclusion is strongerthan Rothbard's.
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without making a verboten interpersonal welfare comparison. Rothbard could only claim the
welfare effect of government intervention upon social utility is indeterminate. This is an important point because it shows that Rothbard's welfare economics provides a much weaker
defense of laissez-faire than usually assumed. In particular, Rothbard's own theory strips him
of the ability to call any act of government inefficient. By denying others the ability to endorse
state action in the name of efficiency, Rothbard also implicitly denies his own ability to reject
state action in the name of efficiency. His welfare criterion justifies agnosticism about-not
denial of-the benefits of state action (Prychitko 1993).
Rothbard's refusal to acknowledge unobserved preferences would have to impress even B.
F Skinner. What possible reason could we have to believe that utility is "moonshine" unless
expressed in concrete actions? At every moment, by introspection we are aware of unrevealed
preferences. Figuring out the mental states of other people is more difficult, but that hardly
shows that their mental states do not exist. One could reverse Rothbard's objection and claim
that, since there is no ironclad proof that third parties do not object to other people's voluntary
exchanges, it is impossible to say whether they increase social utility. Thus, Rothbard's welfare
economics terminates in agnosticism about not only the effects of intervention but the benefits
of voluntary exchange.
Israel Kirzner's coordination norm is the main Austrian competitor to Rothbard's approach
(Kirzner 1973, 1988, 1997). By Kirzner's (1988) admission, coordination at first seems to differ
little from Pareto optimality: "Any sub-optimal situation (in the Paretian sense) clearly corresponds to the failure of a pair of potential market participants to trade with one another on
feasible, mutually attractive terms-in other words, it corresponds to a failure to achieve coordination" (p. 82). But he disavows the truism (which he terms Panglossian paralysis) that,
taking transactions costs into account, the world is always Pareto optimal (and hence always
perfectly coordinated). How does Kirzner avoid Panglossian paralysis? Kirzner (1988) appeals
again to "sheer ignorance," which gives rise to "[g]enuine error... where a decision-maker's
ignorance is not attributable to the costs of search, or of learning or communication" (p. 85).
Not only does the existence of genuine error mean that Pareto improvements are possible; it
also means that institutions can be evaluated according to their propensity to encourage entrepreneurs to discover genuine errors.
The core difference between Kirzner and Rothbard amounts to this: Rothbard actually
embraces what Kirzner calls Panglossian paralysis in the ex ante sense. For Kirzner (1988), in
contrast, recognizing the role of sheer ignorance "introduces a degree of 'looseness'" (p. 86)
that leaves room for further welfare improvements. If one denies the coherence of sheer ignorance, Kirzner's position becomes the truism that the world is Pareto optimal taking transactions
costs into account.21
Many, if not most, economists would agree with Rothbard that efficiency alone is an
inadequate normative criterion (Rothbard 1997a, b). But Rothbard (1979) also harshly criticizes
the coherence of the modem neoclassical approach to welfare economics, which labels reallocations efficient so long as they are "potentially Pareto superior."22While justice and efficiency
21 It is

unclearwhetherKirznerwould endorse Rothbard'sstrongerview that every voluntaryexchange is necessarilya
Paretoimprovement.In spite of his praisefor Rothbard'sworkon utilityand welfareeconomics(Kirzner1988), Kirzner
neitheraffirmednor disavowed Rothbard'sview that only preferencesdemonstratedin action have economic significance.
22See Posner(1998, pp. 12-7) for a discussionof neoclassicalefficiency concepts;for an Austriancritiqueof the use of
wealth maximizationas a normativecriterion,see also Rizzo (1979).
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are not the same, this criterionof efficiency has many advantagesover Rothbard'sapproach.In
particular,it actually allows one to make efficiency judgments about the real world-to judge,
for example, that Communismwas inefficient or rent control is inefficient or piracy was inefficient. Determining the normative import of efficiency can then, as Rothbardsuggests, be
delegated to ethicists.
Public Goods
At times, Mises seems to have a standardneoclassicalanalysisof the public goods problem,
albeit one that puts the blame on poorly defined propertyrights ratherthan the free marketas
such:
[W]here a considerablepart of the costs incurredare external costs from the point of view of the acting
individualsor firms, the economic calculationestablishedby them is manifestlydefective and their results
deceptive. But this is not the outcome of alleged deficienciesinherentin the system of privateownershipof
the means of production.It is on the contrarya consequenceof loopholes left in this system. It could be
removedby a reformof the laws concerningliabilityfor damagesinflictedand by rescindingthe institutional
barrierspreventingthe full operationof privateownership.(Mises 1966, pp. 657-8)

But Mises' analysis of positive externalities(and thereforepublic goods generally)quickly
turns Rothbardian.Mises observes that government-ownedor subsidized projects, including
those with positive spillovers, use scarce resources. Few, if any, economists would disagree
with this point. But then Mises makes the more controversialinferencethat,becausegovernment
supportof public goods reduces the supply of private goods, this interventionnecessarily reduces consumerwelfare. As Mises (1966) argues,
For every unprofitableprojectthat is realizedby the aid of the governmentthere is a correspondingproject
the realizationof which is neglectedmerelyon accountof the government'sintervention.Yet this nonrealized
projectwouldhave been profitable,i.e., it would have employedthe scarcemeansof productionin accordance
with the most urgentneeds of the consumers.From the point of view of the consumersthe employmentof
these means of productionfor the realizationof an unprofitableprojectis wasteful. It deprives them of the
satisfactionsthey preferto those which the government-sponsored
projectcan furnishthem. (p. 659)

Thus, while Mises' analysis initially sounds neoclassical, his discussion of positive externalities appearsto make the strong claim that the free marketipso facto serves the most urgent
needs of the consumers.
Rothbard's(1962) critique of neoclassical public goods theory is quite similar to Mises',
but Rothbardderives his objections from his novel utility theory, making the critique clearer
and more general:
As for the recipients,they are being forced by the State to pay for benefits that they otherwise would not
have purchased.How can we say that they "benefit"?A standardreply is that the recipients "could not"
have obtained the benefit even if they wanted to buy it voluntarily.The first problem here is by what
mysteriousprocess the critics know that the recipientswould have liked to purchasethe "benefit."Ouronly
way of knowingthe contentof preferencescales is to see themrevealedin concretechoices. Since the choice
concretelywas not to buy the benefit,thereis no justificationfor outsidersto assertthatB's preferencescale
was "really" differentfrom what was revealedin his actions. (p. 890)

While the argumentfollows from Rothbard'sutility theory, that utility theory, as previous
sections argued,is mistaken.23To reiterate,contraRothbard,preferencescan exist withoutbeing
23 A

recent Austrianwork on externalitiesconcursthat Rothbard'sapproachto externalitiesis defective but arrivesat an
almost equally radical rejection of the neoclassical theory: "The Pigovian approachto both defining and resolving
externalityproblemsis completely underminedwhen the foundationprovidedby a perfectlycompetitivegeneralequilibrium is withdrawn.Outside of this frameworkthe orthodoxtax and subsidy approachto such issues is vacuous"
(Cordato1992, p. 111). See also the critiqueof Cordatoby Prychitko(1993).
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acted upon. Economists applying public goods theory have all too often failed to consider the
possibility that consumers'valuationof the alleged public good is less than its cost of production. But just because some people misuse an economic theory does not invalidateit. Rothbard
was also correctto wonder why actors refrainfrom bargainingto solve the public goods problem; the vast transactionscost literaturesparkedby Ronald Coase (1960) provides most of the
answer.
When Rothbardwrote his critique of public goods theory in 1962, most economists saw
public goods problemsonly in markets.Subsequentscholarship,however,has emphasizedthat
any institution,including the government,may suffer from this imperfection.MancurOlson's
The Logic of Collective Action (1971) showed how the public goods problemcan make government work poorly; a vast public choice literaturebuilds on this premise (Mueller 1997).
Indeed, Rothbard's(1977) own analysis of the ex post utility of democraticaction implicitly
uses the same idea (pp. 18-23). Rothbard'sa priori rejection of the concept of public goods
was simply the wrong route to take;it would have been more productiveto point out the public
goods problems of government along with the surprisingability of free markets to supply
voluntarysolutions to genuine public goods problems (Cowen 1992).

4. Conclusion
The Austrian challenge to the realism of neoclassical assumptionsactually helps make
those assumptionsmore plausible. Setting aside argumentsabout predictive ability (Friedman
1953), neoclassical economic theory often looks realistic next to various Austrianchallenges.
Standardconsumertheory affirmsthat preferencesexist regardlessof whetherthey are revealed
in action and that people are sometimes indifferentwhen they act. Rebuildingconsumertheory
on the contraryview makes the Mises-Rothbardapproachless, not more, realistic.Neoclassical
theory treats all ignorance as quantifiablein terms of probabilitytheory. Even if this sounds
implausibleat first,it makes a lot of sense comparedto the variousAustrianversions of literally
unquantifiableuncertainty.In particular,the more carefully Kirznerspells out the implications
of radical ignorancethe strangerand less realistic they grow. Consider,for example, Kirzner's
(1973) claim that "no monopoly over entrepreneurshipis imaginable (since no resources are
requiredfor pure entrepreneurship).. ." (p. 103). Yet it is difficult to see how anythingcan be
accomplishedwith zero resources.Isn't there an opportunitycost of mental effort?
The same holds for the Austrianalternativesto neoclassical welfare economics. Common
sense balks when Rothbardrules out any discussion of public goods on the grounds that it
impermissiblydiscusses preferencesnot revealedin action.It is similarlyimplausiblefor Kirzner
to appeal to radical ignorance to avoid Panglossian paralysis. Taking transactionscosts into
account,Kirzner(1988) tells us the world is still not Paretooptimalbecause thereis "ignorance
... not attributableto the costs of search, or of learning or communication"(p. 85). While
applying the standardneoclassical Kaldor-Hickscriterionin practiceis often difficult,the very
coherence of Kirzner'skey concept is doubtful.24
Mises, Rothbard,and Kirznermake an impressive attemptto producea sound alternative
24 If

one accepts my critiquesof Mises and Rothbardbut not Kirzner,it suggests that Kirznercan be most profitably
viewed as a synthesisof Hayek and neoclassicismratherthan a synthesisof Hayek and Mises (see, e.g., Kirzner1997,
pp. 67-74).
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foundation for economics; yet in the final analysis, their profferedfoundationsare incorrect.
Other Austrians, such as O'Driscoll and Rizzo (1996), make no claim to have a new, welldeveloped alternativeto neoclassicaleconomics, althoughthey hope to ultimatelydevelop one.25
Explorationof unchartedalternativesmay be a useful form of intellectualdiversification,but it
is a shaky basis for a paradigmshift. The reasonableintellectualcourse for Austrianeconomists
to take is to make specific, substantivecontributionsto economics as Hayek did, and as both
Rosen (1997) and Yeager (1997) recommend, and wait to see if the sum of these specific
contributionsadds up to a novel alternativeto the neoclassical approach.
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